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Building Services
– time for a name
change?

Latest industry news and developments.

RACGS SEASON DRIVES OFF 10
The RACGS season is now ﬁrmly underway
with two outings already completed.

I

s the future of the term “building
services” in doubt? … more and more
people are of the opinion that it
is. Building services engineers are
scarcer than ever with fewer and fewer
school leavers choosing building services
engineering when applying
for college places.
Paradoxically, the job and career
opportunities for qualiﬁed building
services engineers are fantastic. There
is a massive shortage of building
services engineers, not just in Ireland,
but throughout the world. The world
population is soaring and the demand
for high-performing buildings – be it
homes or places of work – is huge.
So, why so few school leavers opting
for building services? Many believe
the problem lies in the name. The word
building in particular does not reﬂect the
richness and scope of building services
which now includes everything from
renewable energy, sustainability and
indoor air quality through to controls,
health and well-being, resilience,
ﬂexibility, etc.
So, maybe it is time for a name
change. See Cathie Simpson’s opinion
on Page 22.
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Heat Merchants Group is named as one of
Ireland’s “Best Managed” companies in Deloitte’s
Best Managed Companies Awards Programme.

34 SIME MURELLE FROM HEVAC
The Murelle Pro HE IE range from Hevac is part
of a new generation of wall-hung boilers.

36 DIAMOND’S COMBINED SOLUTION
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries’ KX VRF system,
combined with the Q-ton heat pump system, is
now available from Diamond Air Conditioning.

38 MITSUBISHI DEALER CONFERENCE
A report from the Mitsubishi Electric Dealer
Conference in Mount Wolsley, Carlow.

39 APPRECIATION – GARVIN EVANS
Larry Kane pays tribute to a very good friend.

A review of CIBSE’s unique construction debate
entitled “The Construction DreamTeam”.

40

CIBSE SOCCER
TOURNAMENT

SOFT LANDINGS 16
Dr Michelle Agha-Hossein looks at the
building delivery process of the future.

SCARCITY OF
BS ENGINEERS

22
WFL emerged as this year’s champions in the
annual CIBSE soccer blitz.
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Liebert AFC delivers three cooling technologies
in one highly-reliable and efﬁcient unit.
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Could we attract more young people into the
profession by changing its name?

HEATING SYSTEMS OVERVIEW 27
Ensuring a heating system operates at
its optimum efﬁciency takes more than
simply ﬁtting a new boiler.
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Baxi Potterton Myson’s latset portfolio offers
pioneering heating solutions
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The new ERP ‘A’ rated Energy boiler is suitable
for a wide range of applications.
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Former work colleague and friend Philip McEvitt
pays tribute to Pat Byrne who died recently.

44 PANASONIC AT K CLUB
Panasonic recently supplied a new heating and
cooling system to the K Club in Co Kildare.

45 IRI BIENNIAL AWARDS
This year’s IRI biennial awards dinner was a
great success with an attendance of almost 250.

47 COMPACT SAMSUNG DUCT S
GT Phelan is now supplying the Samsung
DUCT S air conditioner to the market.

48 BTU SEASON TEES OFF
Results round-up from BTU Golf Society.
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Jim Gannon appointed SEAI CEO
Jim Gannon has been appointed Chief Executive Ofﬁcer by the SEAI. The appointment
took effect on 23 May 2016 and Jim will lead the development and delivery of the Authority’s
new ﬁve-year strategy.
Mr Gannon is an engineering graduate of NUI Galway, has a Masters in Environmental
Assessment from the University of Wales Aberystwyth and an MBA from the UCD Smurﬁt
School of Business.
He has worked within the energy sector throughout his career, delivering projects at a
European, national and regional level for public and private sector organisations. This has
included projects across conventional and renewable energy, transmission and distribution
infrastructure, energy demand management and technology development. Most recently, he
held the position of Director at RPS Group, leading the Energy, Environment and Health and
Safety sector.
SEAI Chair, Ms Julie O’Neill said: “Jim Gannon is an energetic and widely respected energy
professional with a wealth of experience across all aspects of energy policy implementation.
Working with the executive team, he will build on the successes of recent years and lead
the organisation into the next phase which demands a
rapid decarbonisation of our entire energy system.”
Speaking on his appointment, Mr Gannon said: “The
new White Paper and recent commitments made at
COP21 in Paris provide Ireland with both challenges
and signiﬁcant opportunities over the coming period. As
a result, Ireland is likely to experience change at an
infrastructural scale in addition to a technology-led
democratisation of the energy system across electricity,
transport and heat. I look forward to leading SEAI as it plays
a central role in our transition to a more economically,
socially and environmentally sustainable energy future.”

Riello training programme
Riello has announced its 2016 training programme for commercial/industrial gas and oil
burners and gas boosters. Each course covers speciﬁc Riello burner models, as well as general
principles. These include commercial gas burners, commercial oil burners, modulating gas burners,
modulating oil burners, dual fuel burners and gas boosters.
All of the courses are of one-day duration, held at the company’s
training centre in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, UK and include lunch,
refreshments and an information pack. Numbers are restricted on
each course to ensure that every attendee gains the maximum beneﬁt
from the day.
Those interested in attending should visit www.rielloburners.co.uk and
follow the link to training for further information and online booking.
Contact: Riello Ltd. Tel: 0044 1480 432144, Option 4.

Panasonic
appoints Walter
Stephens

As Panasonic Ireland
continues to gain market share,
National Account Manager
Vincent Mahony has embarked
on a team strengthening
programme to better serve the
ever-growing client base.
Latest appointment is Walter
Stephens as Air to Water Key
Account Manager, Ireland.
Walter, a DIT graduate, has
over 20 years experience in the
engineering and renewable
sectors and will deal directly
with distributors, architects,
consultants, county councils, etc.
Contact: Walter Stephens,
Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 087 – 600 5031;
email: walter.stephens@
eu.panasonic.com

Pictured right: Riello RS RLS burner.
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CIBSE Ireland concludes
excellent year
The CIBSE Ireland AGM was held in the Radisson
Hotel in Dublin recently with a record attendance
participating in the proceedings. Reports from the ofﬁcers
detailed a very successful year of CPDs across the country,
various committee meetings, awards, membership brieﬁngs
and other events. These included the following:
• The Irish Lighter Awards
• YEN conference visit to Hong Kong;
• CIBSE membership brieﬁng;
• DIT Student Awards;
• School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering Student Awards;
• The Dream Team Breakfast Brieﬁng;
• The SDAR Awards;
• The Pat Benson Lecture;
• The WIT Student Awards;
• The Annual Lunch;
• The Annual Golf Outing.
Brian West was elected Chairman with Paul Martin taking
on the role of Vice Chairman. The new committee for 2016/17
comprises a mix of old and new faces which should lead to
some fresh ideas.

CONDAIR EL

New electrode
boiler steam
humidifier with
longer lasting
steam cylinder

The new Condair EL steam humidifier provides hygienic steam
for in-duct or direct air humidification.
Due to its advanced water management, precise mineral levels
are maintained in the steam cylinder, enabling it to last up to
three times longer than some other electrode boiler
humidifiers.
Brian West, incoming CIBSE Ireland Chairman pictured with
immediate past-Chairman David Doherty.

Discover more about the Condair EL
www.condair.ie/EL
T: +353 (0)91 507 120

Some of the large attendance at the CIBSE Ireland annual
general meeting.
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New Ireland sales
manager – Damien Power

Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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Damien Power joins Condair
Damien Power has joined Condair, formerly JS Humidiﬁers, as the Area Sales Manager
for Ireland. Damien, who is based in Dublin, has over 16 years experience in the HVAC and
humidiﬁcation industry having previously worked
at Crossﬂow Airconditioning Ltd.
In his new role at Condair Damien will be
responsible for supporting sales of Condair’s
humidiﬁcation and evaporative cooling products,
and services, across Ireland. He will also provide
CIBSE-approved CPD seminars on humidiﬁcation
and psychrometrics. “I will happily visit your
ofﬁce to present a free one-hour humidiﬁcation
seminar, which will give all attendees valuable
CPD points”, said Damien.
His expert knowledge in HVAC installation,
service and technical support will provide
comprehensive humidiﬁer system advice for
Condair’s customers across the entire country.
“I’m delighted to join Condair and look forward to developing a strong and effective
relationship with new and existing customers”, he continued.
The Condair Group is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial and industrial
humidiﬁcation systems, setting the standard globally for innovative, energy-efﬁcient and
hygienic solutions. Today, with 600 employees, Condair operates production sites in Europe,
North America and China, is represented in 14 counties by its own sales and service
organisations, and is supported by distribution partners in a further 50 locations worldwide.
Contact: Damien Power, Condair Area Sales Manager for Ireland. Tel: 0044 7802 669819;
email: damien.power@condair.com; www.condair.ie

Thermodial
in F1.25
million MBO
Turlough Kinane of
Thermodial has led a
management buy-out of the
company with the goal of
increasing turnover by 40%
to €10million by 2020. The
new structure sees Kinane
as Managing Director, Alan
Keegan, Operations Director
and Mark Carrick, Projects
Director. Between them they
have acquired 55% of the
company for €1.25million.
Company co-founder Willie
Kearney has retained a 45%
shareholding and remains
in an executive capacity as
Sales Director and Chairman
of the Board of Thermodial
Ltd. The company’s growth
plans will see employee
numbers grow by 20 people
over the period, bringing the
staff complement to 60.

Dublin hosts AREA assembly
The Institute of Refrigeration Ireland (IRI) recently hosted the
general assembly Spring meeting of AREA, the European organisation
of air-conditioning, refrigeration and heat pump contractors. Established
in 1988, AREA represents the interests of 23 national member bodies
from 18 EU countries, plus Norway and Turkey. Between them they
represent 13,000 companies employing some 110,000 people and
with a turnover approaching F23 billion.
Per Jonasson was unanimously given another two-year mandate as
President, while Coen van de Sande was appointed Vice-President and
Wolfgang Zaremski Treasurer. Marco Buoni was given the title of VicePresident International Affairs.
Per Jonasson said: “I am most grateful to be granted another twoyear mandate to lead AREA. Our association is living in an exciting
period with several guides and projects in the pipeline and I am
delighted to be given the opportunity of carrying out these initiatives
Wolfgang Zaremski pictured with Per Jonasson, Coen van de
with the support of my fellow Board members.”
Sande and Graeme Fox.
Contact: info@area-eur.be; www.area-eur.be
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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F250,000 per applicant in grants
The recently-introduced EXEED (Excellence in Energy
Efﬁcient Design) Certiﬁed Program is a new management
framework that complements the Irish Energy Efﬁcient Design
Standard IS 399. Up to F250,000 per applicant has been made
available in 2016 for businesses or organisations undertaking
a building retroﬁt, facility or process upgrade which follows
the EXEED principles to maximise energy efﬁciency.
Commenting, John O’ Sullivan, Head of Development at
SEAI said: “EXEED helps the owners and operators of facilities
to continuously achieve energy savings. It also beneﬁts
investors by helping them identify projects with valuable green
credentials and lower ﬁnancial risks. At the same time service
suppliers can adopt an innovative approach to boost their
quality and proﬁtability.”
In addition to providing new energy savings that will help
towards Ireland’s current and future national energy targets,
EXEED will create new business opportunities with export
potential for the Irish energy and engineering services industry.
For details on how to apply for an EXEED grant visit
www.seai.ie/exeed

9
9
9
9
9
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John O’Sullivan, Head of
Development, SEA

AECI Switch to September
The AECI annual trade show date has been changed. The event will
now take place on Thursday, 1 September 2016 at the Red Cow
Moran Hotel in Dublin. Opening times will be 10am to 8pm.
The programme will include product exhibits, practical
demonstrations and a series of technical seminars running
throughout the day.

COMMERCIAL &
INDUSTRIAL
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Last chance to get your free
Ireland football shirt!
To celebrate Ireland competing in the UEFA Euro 2016
ﬁnals, for every two Baxi or Potterton residential boilers
registered on Works, Baxi Potterton’s loyalty scheme, installers
will receive a free ofﬁcial Ireland football shirt.*
If they register two of the selected boilers between 1 May
and 30 June 2016, they will not only
receive a free ofﬁcial Ireland football
shirt, but will also be entered into
a prize draw to win a Samsung 55”
Smart 3D Full HD LED TV!
Installers, June is almost over so
make sure you don’t miss out on this
amazing deal! There’s never been a
better time to join Works … so join
today! See www.baxiworks.ie
To claim your free football shirt and
enter the TV prize draw simply:
(1) Register any two Baxi or Potterton residential boilers on
Works (www.baxiworks.ie);
(2) Once registered on Works, complete the form (found at
http://www.baxipottertonmyson.ie/trade-area.htm) to
indicate shirt size and delivery address, or simply email
these details along with the boiler serial numbers to
post@potterton-myson.ie;
(3) Send the boiler serial codes, delivery address and shirt size
via email to post@potterton-myson.ie, or send the above
form to Euros Promotion, Baxi Potterton Myson, Unit 6
Calmount Park, Calmount Road, Ballymount, Dublin 12.
*Terms and conditions apply. These can be found at: http://www.
baxipottertonmyson.ie/trade-area.htm

Pat Benson Lecture

Micheal Crowley and Ciara Ahern, both of DIT, pictured in DIT
Bolton St recently where Michael delivered this year’s Pat
Benson Memorial Lecture on engineering optimisation.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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Smart Buildings & Controls Show
The Smart Buildings &
Controls Show – the UK
exhibition dedicated to the building
controls industry – showcases new
product development and technical
innovation in smart buildings, controls
and energy management.
Now in its sixth year, this year’s
event will take place in Sandown Park
Racecourse on 19 & 20 October 2016.
It has a number of new elements such
as the new technology demonstration zone to complement the
established format of product displays and technical seminars.
Contact: www.buildingcontrolsshow.co.uk

Dervan joins with Cundall
Dervan Engineering and Cundall have joined forces in Ireland
having collaborated since 2012 on several high-proﬁle schemes.
They have formally united their respective resources and will
now trade as Cundall Ireland.
Tomás Neeson, Managing Director, Cundall, said: “While
working with Brendan and his team over the years we
developed a close working relationship and it seemed natural
to make the arrangement permanent. The new ofﬁce will also
work closely with the existing Cundall Belfast ofﬁce.”
Brendan Dervan added: “We believe this move will allow us
to extend the range and quality of services that we currently
provide to existing customers and, at the same time, enable us
to expand and undertake larger scale projects in the future.”
Cundall Ireland will operate out of new ofﬁces in Calmount
Business Park, Dublin 12 with Brendan Dervan at the helm as
Managing Director.

Hitachi Vice-President Europe
Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe SAS has appointed
Enrique Flórez as Vice
President and General Manager
Europe. An industrial engineer
with over 20 years experience
in the sector, he has worked
for Johnson Controls since
2008 and was previously
Regional Director, Spain
and Italy, Johnson Controls
Building Efﬁciency.
Working closely with
Hitachi’s manufacturing facility
near Barcelona, Flórez will
ensure the factory continues
to design and produce high-efﬁciency products for its European
customer base.
8
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Introducing Duct S
from Samsung

Duct S – Zone Control
• Wide touch type controller (94*94(mm))
• Individual damper control for ducted type indoor
unit (maximum 8 motorised zone damper)
• Quiet mode
• Away mode
• Smart tuning support
• Service mode support
• 7-day programming (once/repeat)
• Built-in room temperature sensor

• One indoor unit can control up to
eight individual rooms
• No requirement to install separate
units into each room
• Full control of airﬂow and
temperature from local wired
controller
• Full inverter control
• Energy efﬁcient (all models are
energy rated “A”)

Tel: 01 286 4377
Email: info@gtphelan.ie
www.gtphelan.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016

GT Phelan Samsung June 2016.indd 1
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Mitsubishi Electric appoint Sean Campbell
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland has
appointed Sean Campbell as Technical Pre-Sales
Engineer for its Ecodan range of heating. Sean
joined in April 2016 and has extensive
experience in the industry, having spent 16
years working on project sales in heating
and more recently in refrigeration and air
conditioning. In his new role Sean will be
responsible for developing customer support
as Mitsubishi Electric strengthens its position
in the heating market.
“Our Ecodan range of heat pumps are all A++
rated, meaning they are the best choice for meeting Part L compliance. Sean is
enjoying the opportunities of supporting our customers as our heating division
grows from strength to strength”, said Richard Sherlock, Field Sales Manager
of the Air-Conditioning and Heating divisions for the Irish Branch.
Contact: Mitsubishi Electric Ireland. Tel: 01– 419 8800;
email: sales.info@meir.mee.com; www.mitsubishielectric.ie

IGBC sustainable home label
The Irish Green Building Council (IGBC) has introduced a voluntary
quality labeling scheme for new residential developments in Dublin. Called the
Home Performance Index (HPI),
it goes beyond the existing
Building Energy Rating (BER)
system to look at a wider range
of issues that impact on quality
and sustainability.
In addition to the energy
efﬁciency of the dwelling,
it also assesses the water
efﬁciency of the home, the
indoor air quality, the quality
of day lighting, the impacts of
the construction materials used
Pat Barry, Executive Director, IGBC pictured
and the ecological impact of
with Eibhlin O’Connor, Senior Architect, Cluid
Housing Association and Keiron Phillips, Project the development. Furthermore,
Manager, Green Business at Irish Environmental it looks at how close the homes
Protection Agency.
are to schools, shops and other
services by walking and cycling, together with the availability of public transport
and ﬂood risk.
A number of developers are participating in the roll-out pilot scheme, including
Castlethorn, MKN Group, Dublin City Council and Cluid Housing Association. It
is also supported by the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Green
Enterprise programme.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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Panasonic PRO
Awards 2016
Following the successful Panasonic PRO
Awards 2014, Vincent Mahony of Panasonic Ireland
has just announced details of the 2016/17 scheme.
With four key categories to chose from, Panasonic
installers, speciﬁers and consultants are invited to
submit an entry into the scheme that celebrates
excellence in the design, speciﬁcation, installation
and commissioning of Panasonic systems.
Panasonic is looking to celebrate projects that
demonstrate ﬂair and
innovation, and showcase
sustainable design,
efﬁciency, cost
effectiveness and
aesthetics. Entries are
invited from architects,
consultants, distributors,
engineers and installers.
Those who take part will beneﬁt from being
recognised by their peers, some great exposure
and the chance to join a trip to Japan.
The 2016 categories are as follows:
• Best Residential Project
• Best Hospitality Project (Hotels, Restaurants etc)
• Best Retail Project
• Best Commercial Project
The judges will also look to identify the most
innovative project, the project demonstrating best
energy performance and an outstanding project
highlighting Panasonic’s innovative GHP technology.
Projects from across Europe are eligible and must
have been completed between 1 January 2015 and
30 June 2016. The deadline for submitting entries
is 31 August 2016.
“We are thrilled to release the ﬁrst details of
the 2016 scheme,” said Vincent Mahony, National
Account Manager, Panasonic Ireland. “The entries
we received in 2014 were to an incredibly high
standard and demonstrated a commitment to
creativity and sustainability in heating and cooling
solutions. We look forward to rewarding those
who display innovation and best practice.”
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Panasonic Ireland.
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com;
Tel: 087 – 969 4221.
10
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We’ve had some
cool innovations in our history.
For our customers it’s comforting to know that we have a history in
the design and manufacturing of refrigeration systems, dating back
to 1920. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) is known worldwide for
innovations ranging from aerospace to air conditioning, and from
cargo ships to chemical plants. Our innovative culture continues to
drive our product development and enhance our global reputation
for reliable HVAC solutions.
MHI created Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Air Conditioning Europe
Ltd (MHIAE) to deliver this knowledge and expertise to Europe and
MHIAE in turn appointed Diamond Air in Dublin to deliver the entire
portfolio of MHI HVAC solutions to Ireland. MHI has always had a
strong presence in Ireland but the partnership with Diamond Air has
consolidated that position, and acted as a springboard to capture
an ever-increasing market share.

Diamond Air Conditioning Ltd,
C5 Bymac Centre, Northwest Business Park,
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15. Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
email: info@diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ie

rk,
131;
air.ie
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RACGS Season
Drives off

Overall winner: Matt Butler, 37pts. Class 1: Winner: Liam

The RACGS season is now ﬁrmly underway with

the weather was far kinder but, with the course playing quite

two outings already completed and the Captain’s Prize fast
approaching. This will be played at Mount Juliet on 17 June
next.
The ﬁrst outing was held in Palmerstown House and proved
a welcome return to what was formerly known as the PGA.
There was an excellent turnout with RSL and Fujitsu acting as
joint sponsors.
Weather conditions were pretty challenging, especially in
the earlier part of the day, but it improved considerably as the

difﬁcult and a testing wind, the conditions favoured the low

day went on and so too did the scoring. 
Results were as follows:

Hoctor, 30pts; Second: Brendan Sharkey, 27pts.
Class 2 Winner: Jack Elstead, 27pts; Second: Ger Darcy,
27pts. Front 9: John Ryan. Back 9: Kevin Roden.
The next outing was held in The Heritage with DWG
Refrigeration Wholesale providing the sponsorship. Luckily,

handicap golfers, especially those who can shape the ball.
Results were as follows.
Overall winner: Liam Hoctor, 29pts. Class 1: Winner:
Matt Butler, 28pts; Second: Declan Walsh, 27pts.
Class 2: Winner: Roland Bradley, 29pts; Second: Dave
Killalea, 28pts. Front 9: Mick Clancy. Back 9: Johnny Lynagh.
Daikin Golfer of the Year: After the ﬁrst two outings
Matt Butler and Liam Hoctor are the joint leaders of the
Daikin Golfer of the Year. Q

Palmerstown House: Martin Ives, Fujitsu with winner Matt Butler and
RACGS Captain Joe Warren.

The Heritage: RACGS Captain Joe Warren with Front 9
winner Mick Clancy.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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Palmerstown House: Martin Ives Fujitsu with Back 9
winner Kevin Roden.

The Heritage: RACGS Captain Joe Warren with winner Liam Hoctor and
Mark Kiely, DWG Refrigeration Wholesale, sponsor.
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Liebert AFC from 500 to 1450 kW
®

The Adiabatic Freecooling Solution with Top-Tier Availability

Energy Efficiency
Year-round adiabatic freecooling minimises use of
compressors to deliver highest energy efficicencies

Freecooling
Integrated freecooling modules deliver the cooling load
required without the need for compressors

Partial Load
Pure adiabatic freecooling manages 50% load up to
20% ambient temperature

Ultra SIlent
Super silent fans, combined with adiabatic pads, ensure
extremely silent operation

iCOM Touch Display
The iCOM control ensures intelligent management
of data while 7’ touch-screen display presents
advanced graphics

Fast Start
Full cooling capacity is assured within 70 seconds
following power re-start

Supersaver
Supersaver is the software logic embedded in iCOM
to maximise efficiency at system level
Electronic Expansion Valve
Minimised condensing pressure reduces power
consumption, thus achieving high-efficiency levels

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Sean Gallagher, Facilitator on the day with Sean Downey, Director, CIF; Dr Kevin Kelly, Head of School of Multidisciplinary
Technologies, DIT; Carole Pollard, President, RIAI; David Corrigan, Managing Director, AxisEng; David Doherty, Business Development
Director, T Bourke & Co; and Enda Gilroy, Project Engineer/Energy Consultant, Electric Ireland.

Construction Dream
Team Debate
An engineers view of the outcome

The Radisson Blu Royal
Hotel in the centre of
Dublin was the scene
for CIBSE Ireland’s latest
Breakfast Brieﬁng.
From 7am people
began gathering for
a unique construction
debate entitled “The
Construction Dream
Team”. This was the ﬁrst
collaborative all-industry
event hosted by CIBSE
Ireland in a unique,
studio-like, setting.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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A panel of industry experts including
Sean Downey, CIF, Carole Pollard, RIAI,
David Corrigan, ACEI and CIBSE and Dr
Kevin Kelly, DIT and CIBSE made up the
representative team with the audience
encouraged to become the ﬁfth panel
member by David Doherty, Chairman
CIBSE Ireland in his opening address.
The event facilitator was entrepreneur
and Dragons Den panellist Sean Gallagher.
Because of his experience in, and
knowledge of, the sector, he also played
an active role in the debate.
The panel discussed stimulating topics
from sustainability through to the

“

challenges posed by industry growth.
The Construction Contracts Act was also
analysed and debated.
Each speaker laid out their views
from their respective institutions before
moderator, Sean Gallagher, challenged them
on topics and ideas. Issues raised included
labour shortages, failure to get students to
enter the sector, and the cost of capital for
projects. Towards the end of the brieﬁng an
enthusiastic Q&A session from the audience
followed.
As a follow-through to the event Building
Services News asked one delegate, David
Regan, Engineering Associate with BDP
and CIBSE Ireland CPD Coordinator, to give
his impressions of the outcome. His report
is as follows.
I attended this breakfast debate to
see for myself how alike, or perhaps not,
the views of the different construction
disciplines are, to see what we’ve learnt,
and what direction we should be taking
to ensure a sustained and stable industry
going forward.

Give a man a ﬁsh, you feed
him for a day, teach him to ﬁsh,
you feed him for life
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During the boom employment in the construction
sector in Ireland accounted for 13.4% of total
employment, which was one of the highest percentages
amongst all European Union countries. However, in 2014
there were 103,000 individuals working in the construction
sector which accounted for approximately 6% of the overall
employment in Ireland. (Wickham, 2015)
From the discussions, it was evident that
both the panel members and attendees were
generally agreeed as to what the difﬁculties
and barriers are to having a more robust
and stable construction industry.
The RIAI has visited a number of towns/
cities outside of Dublin to establish the
effects of rural isolation. It found that
there is neglect and stress, and that
little development is being encouraged
in such areas. It also concluded that the
government is not prioritising or giving
some form of concessions to encourage
business and development outside of the
greater Dublin area.
As noted by Alicja Bobek and James
Wickham, government expenditure
on construction projects accounts for
approximately 50% of the industry’s output
therefore, with the exclusion of speciﬁc
community-related projects ,e.g. schools,
the government has some potential to
direct industries into certain locations.
It was suggested that there should be
a minister appointed for the operations
of construction in Ireland. With changes
in governments, there comes changes in
policies etc. These result in disruptions
in paths or directions that have been
implemented. It was suggested that there
should be a long-term (10-year?) master
plan for the regulation and development
of the construction industry to stabilise the
extreme ﬂuctuations that we tend to have
in Ireland.
It was acknowledged, however, that the
government has introduced some welcome
initiatives. The introduction of the BCAR
requirements was seen as a step in the right
direction in monitoring and attaining safer
and better-quality buildings.
Fair payment legislation
New changes to the government form
of contract whereby sub-contractors are
appointed and paid separately to the
main contractor will encourage greater
conﬁdence and stability for all levels below
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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the main contractor. These changes have
been welcomed by all.
Construction has always played an
important role in employment numbers
in Ireland, with the actual ﬁgures always
reﬂecting – and directly related to – the
volatility of the industry. Alicja Bobek and
James Wickham noted that employment
numbers changed from 13.4% (270,000) to
6.0% (103,000) of the workforce between
2007 and 2014.
Built to last
When sustainability was discussed the
debate progressed in a different direction
to what I imagined. The consensus was
that sustainability is minimising the impact
of construction and long-term energy use.
Encouraging construction and industry in
rural areas outside of greater Dublin can
contribute to reductions in the number
of people having to travel into Dublin for
employment, reductions in high rents in
Dublin, and regeneration of rural areas.
You get what you pay for
Sustainability in the methods or forms
of construction were debated as costing
higher than average, but give long-term
payback. The barrier to developing more
sustainable buildings is the initial capital
cost and the associated higher design
costs. Fees for design teams have been
reduced over the past number of years
with additional competitiveness because of
fewer jobs and reductions in budgets. This
hasn’t changed with the recent uplift, but
there is a greater emphasis on delivering
more sustainable and efﬁcient buildings.
In being streamlined and economic
as designers, we’ve lost an element of
creativity, conﬁdence and passion for
creating great works. We are, and have
been, a nation of great builders, and
there is a call for this to be rekindled. The
government should provide incentives to
encourage some of the highly-skilled
and dedicated construction professionals
who left during the recession to return.
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Investment in sustainable construction
is an investment in the future in the form
of reduced energy consumption, reduced
natural resource depletion, reduced costs,
etc.
With the downturn in the construction
industry and potential employment
opportunities, college courses in constructionrelated subject were severely hit.
Apprenticeships in “wet” trades such as
plastering, block laying, etc went from 8,000
to 1,000 because of the recession. Likewise,
available courses dropped from 45 to 9.
All sectors in construction design, and
I’m sure general construction, now have
difﬁculties in sourcing skilled personnel for
new opportunities. College courses now
have very low student numbers progressing
through the system. Moreover, there will
be a serious time lag before they become
available for employment. There is also
serious scepticism that the construction
industry is, or will be in the future, a suitablystable industry to study or train for.
Conclusion
This event conﬁrmed that all the different
disciplines within construction do indeed
have a common theme, and that there is
perhaps a greater appetite than ever before
to work together. However, all agree that
there is an urgent need for government to
regulate the industry, and to stabilise and
rationalise productivity. This support would
would give greater conﬁdence and selfbelief to the sector, encourage growth and
drive a new passion for creativity.Q
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Setting Standards in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Kelly RAC Ltd is one of Ireland’s leading providers
of refrigeration and air conditioning solutions.
Established in 1990 by Managing Director Terry Kelly,
the company is ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accredited
and provides comprehensive nationwide coverage.
It has dedicated ofﬁces in
Dublin, Ennis and Galway,
plus a network of locallybased service engineers
at strategic locations
throughout the entire
country.
Key strengths are
vast knowledge and
experience of the sector,
coupled with unrivalled
technical expertise and
a commitment to service
excellence. All engineers
John Kelly, Technical Manager,
are fully qualiﬁed, hold
Kelly RAC West
EN 2079 refrigerant safe
handling certiﬁcation, and undergo continuous
product and technical training updates.

Larry Swift, Technical Sales with Colum Mullally, Technical
Manager, Kelly RAC East.

Engineers’ vehicles are satellite tracked to ensure
rapid response, while the digital paperwork system
makes for maximum efﬁciencies as asset numbers and
customer details are pre-populated on all service and
maintenance forms. This also means clear and precise
records for the client.
Kelly RAC also has strong working relationships with
some of the world’s leading manufacturers in the
sector and these include Daikin, Panasonic, Mitsubishi
Electric and Tecnair. However, it is not limited to any
one supplier and chooses equipment based on the
best and most appropriate solution to satisfy the
client’s requirements.
If you value professionalism, commitment, integrity,
industry expertise, energy saving and value for
money, then Kelly RAC is your perfect refrigeration
and air conditioning solutions provider.

‘

Key strengths are vast knowledge and experience of the sector, coupled
with unrivalled technical expertise and a commitment to service excellence

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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SERVICE

MAINTENANCE

INSTALLATION

R22 REPLACEMENT

Backed by leading
industry partners, Kelly RAC
delivers customised solutions
for airconditioning, HVAC,
refrigeration and R22 phase-out.

Kelly RAC specialises in the full
service and maintenance of all
brands of air conditioning,
refrigeration, heating and
ventilation systems.

Kelly RAC is an industry-leading
installer of refrigeration and air
conditioning systems that
are tailored to
client’s needs.

Are you R22 compliant? Kelly RAC
specialises in the replacement
and/or reﬁtting of
R22 systems.

Product and Systems

Client Portfolio

• Air handling units

• Portable ac

• Chillers

• Roof-top
packaged units

Kelly RAC has an impressive portfolio
of blue-chip clients but has handled
projects ranging in size from a value
of F3000 right up to F1.5 million.
These include:
• UBER
• Deloitte
• AIB
• Northern Trust
• ESB
• Eircom
• LinkedIn
• Google
• Twitter
• Glanbia
• Bristol Myers Squibb
• Kilkenny Group
• Merck Sharpe & Dohme
• EA Sports
• Adare Manor Hotel/Golf Resort
• Dromoland Castle

• Close control/
comms room ac
• Fan coil units

• Split systems

• Flexible space ac

• Ventilation
systems

• Humidiﬁers

• VRF & VRV systems

Sectors Served
Kelly RAC serves many sectors including
Commercial, Finance, Hospitality, Industry,
Leisure, Retail and Technology.

Left: Pictured receiving its NSAI Certiﬁcate of
Registration of Quality Management System
to IS ENISO 9001 2008 is Terry Kelly, Managing
Director and Kevin Grifﬁn, Operations
Manager, Kelly RAC with Maurice Buckley,
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, NSAI (left) and Pedro
Alves, Managing Director, IQNet (right).

www.kellyrac.com
Lo-Call: 1850 804 140
Dublin Ofﬁce

Ennis Ofﬁce

3013 Lake Drive
Quin Rd Business Park,
Citywest, Dublin 24.
Quin Rd, Ennis, Clare
T : 01 451 0942
T : 065 682 0997
dublin@kellyrac.com
E : sales@kellyrac.com
PublishedEby: ARROW@TU
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Galway Ofﬁce

Galway Technology Centre,
Mervue Business Park, Galway
T : 091 511 100
E : sales@kellyrac.com
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SOFT LANDINGS –
Making building delivery
process smoother
There is an assumption that buildings, especially
new buildings, should perform exactly as they were
designed. However, as most case studies show, reality
rarely coincides with theory. Many buildings suffer
from a gap between their actual performance and
their design objectives. Most common contributing
factors to this gap include vague or unclear project
objectives, changes made through value engineering,
squeezed commissioning periods, unfamiliar complex
control systems, insufﬁcient training for operating
and maintenance staff, lack of involvement of the
construction team after handover, and unpredictable
occupants’ energy-related behaviours.

Soft Landings is about
a “mind-set” focused
on operational
outcomes and
understanding and
meeting the needs
of the client.

Making efforts to improve
buildings’ operational performance
is crucial. Considering the amount of
CO2 emissions associated with the
non-domestic sector, and due to the
commitment to reduce emissions,
the expectation for energy efﬁcient
buildings is growing. In addition to
this, a sustainable building should
also maximise health, well-being
and the productivity of its occupants.
Soft Landings can tackle these issues
by helping project teams to deliver
buildings that perform as expected
and that the occupants are happy and
comfortable with. Dr Michelle AghaHossein, Sustainable Building
Consultant, explains.
Soft Landings is a building delivery
process that runs through the project
from inception to completion and
beyond to ensure all decisions made
during the project are based on
improving operational performance of
the building and meeting the client’s
expectations.
As explained in the Soft Landings
Framework Guide published by BSRIA,
Soft Landings introduces a series of
activities to be carried out at each
stage of a project. For example:
Stage 1
Inception and brieﬁng: The
designers, constructors and end users
to spend more time with the client to
fully understand the client’s needs,
design objectives, and their roles and
responsibilities;
Stage 2
Design development and
construction: The project team to
review insights from similar previous
projects and to engage in realitychecking workshops to ensure the
design is buildable, usable, manageable
and maintainable, and that it meets the
design objectives;

Dr Michelle Agha-Hossein,
Sustainable Building
Consultant
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Stage 3
Pre-handover: The project team to
make sure that the building is ready
18
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for occupation and that the facilities
manager understands the systems and
knows how to manage and control the
building services;
Stage 4
Initial aftercare: The project
aftercare team to be resident on site
for a short period of time (typically six
to eight months) to deal with emerging
problems and issues more effectively;
Stage 5
Years 1-3 extended aftercare
and Post Occupancy Evaluation
(POE): The project aftercare team stay
involved with the project to help to
optimise the operational performance
of the building. This includes periodical
walk-throughs and inspections, energy
monitoring, ﬁne-tuning and de-bugging
systems, taking account of occupant
feedback and conducting occupant
satisfaction surveys. The occupant
satisfaction survey is recommended to
be carried out between 12 to 18 months
after occupation to cover at least one
full heating and cooling season.
Data collected at Stage 5 will be
analysed and the building’s performance
will be evaluated. The lessons learnt will
be used by the clients, and their design

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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teams, in their future projects to close
the gap between design expectation
and the actual performance.
As the UK Government appreciated
the beneﬁts of Soft Landings and
its importance in delivering better
buildings, Government Soft Landings
(GSL) came to life in 2012. GSL became
a mandate in alignment with Building
Information Modelling (BIM) in April
2016, and currently applies to central
government procurement. BIM is
expected to help GSL to work better and
to facilitate the collaborative working of
the project team throughout the project.
GSL was developed based on the Soft
Landings Framework with metrics added
to evaluate the performance of the
building in four different areas:
Environmental: Performance against
carbon and sustainability targets (e.g.
energy, carbon, water and waste);
Economic: Performance in terms of
capital and operational costs;
Social: Performance with regard to
functionality and effectiveness, and to
what extent the building is supporting
its occupants’ productivity and wellbeing;

17

Focus on commissioning,
handover and training: To
assess how well the building was
commissioned, handed over and
supported in order to optimise
operational performance.
Soft Landings was initiated in the
late 1990s by architect Mark Way.
In 2008-2009, the Framework was
authored by BSRIA with input from
UBT and an industry Task Force.
Soft Landings is about a “mind-set”
focused on operational outcomes
and understanding and meeting
the needs of the client. This way of
thinking may require a culture change
within the industry. It is currently a
voluntary initiative, yet its adoption
can bring many beneﬁts to a project.
In addition, employing Soft Landings
can earn credits in the sustainablemanagement section of “BREEAM for
new construction”.
Do you want to know more about
Soft Landings and GSL? BSRIA offers
training courses as well as free guidance
to help companies understand the Soft
Landings process and employs it in
their new and refurbished buildings.
The guides are downloadable from:
https://www.bsria.co.uk/services/design/
soft-landings/free-guidance/
BSRIA is staging its ﬁrst Soft
Landings Conference: practical solutions
for real-world projects, on Thursday, 23
June 2016, at the Royal Society of Arts
in London.
See: https://www.bsria.co.uk/
information-membership/events/
details/2016-soft-landings-conference/ 
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Noise from fans can be a big problem,
especially in suspended ceilings.
Some people have found the solution.

S&P HAVE
THE SOLUTION
EXTREMELY QUIET FAN
TD-SILENT
TD-SILENT ECOWATT
TD-SILENT CONSTANT VOLUME

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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Book your
TD-SILENT DEMO
today.
Contact us at

01 412 4020
sales.re@solerpalau.com

Contact:
Soler and Palau Ventilation Systems Ltd
Unit J17 & J18 Grants Road
Greenogue Business Park
Rathcoole, Co Dublin
Tel: 01 - 4124 020
Email: sales.ie@solerpalau.com
*The closing date for entries will be 31st December 2015.
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ISS Technical Services …
Award-winning app for
FGAS Compliance
A new app designed by ISS to
measure the CO2 equivalent for
refrigerant gases in air conditioning
and refrigeration systems has
won an award from the Institute
of Refrigeration in Ireland. ISS
received the award for its new
bespoke app at the Institute’s
annual awards reception in Dublin
recently.
The “ISS CO2 e App”
automatically calculates the CO2
tonne equivalent for the relevant
refrigerant gas (F-Gas) used in
refrigeration and air-conditioning
systems. It allows ISS technicians to
update equipment data in three
simple steps without having to
make time-consuming calculations.
As F-Gases account for 2%
of the EU’s overall greenhouse
gas emissions, EU regulations in
2014 required the improvement
of the prevention of leaks
from equipment containing
these gases. Maintenance and
engineering services must therefore
calculate the amount of CO2 e in
refrigeration and air conditioning
plants to ensure compliance with
these regulations.
The app allows ISS technicians to
update system F-Gas compliance
records for thousands of assets
in a faster, yet controlled and
standardised manner. This ensures
that data is always accurate and
in the required format which
allows technicians to improve the
efﬁciency of each appointment.
Eric Doyle, Managing Director,
Ireland commented, “This is truly a
great innovation from our technical
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
20-21 ISS Imposed.indd 2

Pat Lehane, Publisher & Editor of Building Services News, presenting Pauric Connolly,
General Manager, ISS Technical Services, with the IRI Award at the recent awards
ceremony.

division and further illustrates the
broadening of our service offering,
delivering great value to our clients
and constantly searching for ways
to innovate, whilst maintaining our
duty of care to our customers and
employees. Our new app is one
of the methods we can use to
achieve this.”
Pauric Connolly, General
Manager, ISS Technical Services
added: “We identiﬁed the need

to be able to correctly calculate
the amount of CO2 equivalent in
the refrigeration and air-condition
plants we maintain. We have an
in-house digital development team
at ISS and together we were able to
develop a scalable, smart solution
to capture the necessary data. It
means we can ensure compliance
for our clients, while improving
speed, efﬁciency and productivity
for our technicians.”

Global Force Applied Locally
Wherever your business premises, ISS Technical Services has the nationwide
resources to operate, maintain and manage all your mechanical, electrical and
public-health systems. Its nationwide teams are experienced in delivering building
services that support many varieties of sites, including:
• Single-occupant ofﬁces through to multi-storey tower blocks, complex singlecampus sites and multi-site portfolios;
• Retail outlets;
• Corporate ofﬁces;
• Data centres;
• Trading ﬂoors;
• Healthcare facilities;
• Manufacturing process sites;
• Clean rooms;
• Public venues;
• Call centres;
• Listed and heritage buildings.
22
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World’s Largest
Facility Services
Provider
ISS Technical Services is the specialist technical services
business of ISS Facility Services Ireland which forms part of
the global business of ISS A/S.
Founded in 1901, it is now one of the world’s largest facility
services providers with approximately 505,000 employees in 77
countries. It provides customers with a broad range of services
including cleaning, property, catering, support, security, facility
management and integrated facility services. Its stated ambition is
to become “The world’s greatest service organisation”.
The ISS business model is based on creating value for customers by
taking over their non-core activities and allowing them to focus on what
they do best.

ISS is now one of the world’s largest facility
services providers with approximately
505,000 employees in 77 countries

21

TECHNICAL SERVICES

We have created an
enhanced approach to
technical engineering.
This is based on our
customer-focussed
culture and the
development of
our people and
innovations

“The right environment is vital to the success of any organisation“, says
Pauric Connolly, General Manager, ISS Technical Services. “It plays an
important role in making sure your people are happy and safe and your
operations are productive and cost-effective. At ISS, our experienced teams
will deliver solutions to bring your buildings to life to help your people and
business achieve their objectives.
“We will manage everything on your behalf, continually maintaining your
portfolio and seeking ways to reduce risks and costs, while bringing innovation
and continuous improvement to your business. Your organisation can
concentrate on its tasks, knowing we’re working to ensure your buildings are
safe and comfortable while your impacts on the environment are minimised.“

Clear cut beneﬁts
With ISS working for you, your organisation will beneﬁt from:
• Cost-effective and efﬁcient technical engineering delivery;
• Continuous improvement of operating systems and technologies;
• Implementation of accredited management systems with the
beneﬁt of management information reporting;
• Safe and energy-efﬁcient systems.

Experienced teams
We work with our customers across Ireland, the UK and
globally in critical, corporate and commercial environments.
These include high-proﬁle sectors such as ﬁnance, retail,
pharmaceuticals, telecoms and manufacturing.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Contact us
by phone on
01 468 2900
or email sales@iss.ie

www.ie.issworld.com
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Wherefore art thou,
Building Services
Engineers?
Why are building services engineers scarce when the
world population is soaring and most people use
buildings every day? Could the answer be as simple
as the language we use to describe ourselves? Could
we attract more young people into the profession by
changing the name?... Cathie Simpson suggests that this
would be a good place to start.
The works of William Shakespeare are
written in a difﬁcult, 16th century language and
yet 400 years later are thriving because they are
relevant and accessible via a range of media
and language. However, I feel this is something
that can’t be said for the term building services
engineering.
The profession of “engineer” has changed
since the heady days of Victorian Brunel and
now has a lower and more varied status
compared to that of “architect”, “accountant”,
“solicitor” or “doctor”. In Ireland and the UK
the word engineer has its origins in the word
engine. This is associated with oily rags so, is it
any wonder that the word engineer describes

Cathie Simpson is a
chartered engineer and
a Fellow of CIBSE. She is
also the owner of Building
Simulation Ltd, a specialist
company focusing on
building investigation
using on-site measuring
and monitoring, infrared
thermography and
building modelling.
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a range of activities covering everything
from those who have artisan skillsets all the
way through to those who sit behind desks
undertaking highly-complex calculations that
enable rockets to land on the moon? Few other
professions experience this breadth and variety
of their professional description.
But what about the “building services”
element … this is where the analogy with
Shakespeare resonates with me. Building
services was originally about ducts, pipes and
wires and, while these are still relevant, they are
no longer new and exciting. This is equivalent
to 16th century language which just does not
connect or create excitement in the
21st century – wouldst thou not agree?
Building services now encompasses so much
more and, as economies and communities
ﬂourish, the richness and scope of building
services is ever broadening and includes lighting,
public health, local extract ventilation, façades,
renewable energy, sustainability, controls, indoor
air quality, health and well-being, resilience,
ﬂexibility, etc.
Perhaps it’s time we recognised that we need
to use modern language to attract more young
people into our profession and go with the ﬂow
or, as Shakespeare wrote: “There is a tide in the
affairs of men”. Q
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Specialists in Climate
Control Technology
With over 70 years
experience …

0666065_R04

… and 30 years
manufacturing in Ireland

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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WWW.MARKCLIMATE.COM
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21.8 kW
91.8 kW

35 kW
150 kW

GS+
GS+
Application
e.g.
Application e.g.

GSD
GSD

Gas-fired high performance air heater
Garages,warehouses,
warehouses,distribution
distributioncentres
centresand
and showrooms.
showrooms
Garages,

Gas-fired air heater with axial fan

Applicatione.g.
e.g. Garages,
Garages,warehouses,
warehouses,workshops
workshopsand
andother
otherlarge
areasareas.
Application

13.1 kW
35.9 kW

50 kW
415 kW

SHOPHEATER
SHOPHEATER
Gas-fired air heater in compact design

FÖHN
FÖHN

Application
Application e.g.

Applicatione.g.
e.g. Factories,
Factories,warehouses,
warehouses,workshops
workshopsand
andchurches.
churches
Application

Showrooms,shops
shopsand
and warehouses.
warehouses
Showrooms,

Gas and oil-fired air heater

30 kW
1050 kW

14.5 kW
117 kW

G-TYPE
G-TYPE

Gas and oil-fired air heater

TANNER MDA
air air
heater
with
axial
fanfan
TANNER
MDAWater-supplied
Water-supplied
heater
with
axial

Application
Application e.g.

Sports halls, churches, offices and shops

Application e.g.
e.g.

Showrooms,changing
changingrooms,
areas, garages
Showrooms,
garagesand
andfactories
factories.

6.5 kW
54.8 kW

18.2 kW
44.4 kW

TANNER FBAFBAWater-supplied
air heater
withwith
axialaxial
fan fan
TANNER
Water-supplied
air heater

EASYAIR Water-supplied
or electrical
curtainair curtain
EASYAIR
Water-supplied
or air
electrical

Application e.g.
Application
e.g.

Application e.g.
e.g.

Showrooms, offices, changing areas and shops

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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Shops, offices, hospitals and sports halls
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55 kW

1.2 kW
26.3 kW
300 m3/h
1850 m 3/h

EVOTHERM
Air toAir
water
heat pump
EVOTHERM
to water
heat pump
Application
e.g.
Domestic
areas andareas,
smaller
rooms.
Application e.g.
Offices, domestic
hotel
rooms, banks and shops

FAN COIL
air heater
cooling
unit unit
FAN
COIL Water-supplied
Water-supplied
air and
heater
and cooling
Application
Application e.g.

Offices, domestic areas, hotel rooms, banks and shops

14.5 kW
117 kW

64 kW
896 kW
5430 m3/h
76080 m3/h

TANNER MDC Water-supplied air heater with centrifugal fan
TANNER MDC
Water-supplied air heater with centrifugal fan
Application e.g.
Showrooms, changing areas, exhibition halls, factories
Application e.g. Showrooms, changing areas, exhibition halls, factories and
and garages
garages.

CALFLO
CALFLO
Application e.g.
Application e.g.
paint shops.

Gas-fired make-up air heater
Sand blasting areas, welding areas, processing industry
Sand blasting areas, welding areas, processing industry and
and paint shops

20.4 kW
830 kW

600 m3/h
30000 m3/h

2500 m3/h
70000 m3/h

AIRSTREAM
HeatHeat
recovery
unit unit
AIRSTREAM
recovery
Application
e.g.
Application
Offices, schools, workshops and changing areas

KLIMAT
Air unit
handling unit
KLIMAT Air handling
Application
Offices, garages, hotels,workshops,
Application e.g.
e.g.
hospitals and paint factories,
shops. hospitals and paint shops

2700 m3/h
16600 m3/h

20.4 kW
367.2 kW

ROOFTOP
ROOFTOP

Gas-fired rooftop heater

MDV Roof extraction
fanextraction fan
MDV
Roof

Application e.g.
Application

Distribution centres, workshops, sports halls and offices

Application e.g.
e.g.
Application
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10.8 kW
50 kW
3 m3/h
12.3 m3/h

Recirculation
fan
ECOFAN Recirculation
fan
ECOFAN
Recirculation fan
Application e.g. Construction halls, workshops, garages and logistic areas.
Application e.g.
Construction halls, workshops, garages and logistic areas

50 kW
100 kW

INFRA
INFRA

Gas-fired radiant tube heater with double tube

Sportshalls,
halls,production
productionfacilities,
facilities,showrooms,
showrooms,garages
garages and
Applicatione.g.
e.g. Sports
Application
smoking areas.
and smoking areas

10 kW
100 kW

30 m3/h
50 m3/h

INFRA LINE
Gas-fired radiant tube heater
Application
Sportshalls,
halls,production
productionfacilities,
facilities,showrooms
showroomsand
and garages.
garages
Applicatione.g.
e.g. Sports

INFRA
AQUA
aluminium
radiant
panel
INFRA
AQUAWater-supplied
Water-supplied
aluminium
radiant
panel
Applicatione.g.
e.g.
Application

Offices, factories, garages, shops and gymnasiums

INFRA HT
Gas-fired high temperature radiant heater
INFRA HT
Construction halls, production facilities, spot heating and
Application e.g.
Application e.g. Construction
open spaceshalls, production facilities, spot heating and
open spaces.

INFRA
AQUA
ECO ECOWater-supplied
INFRA
AQUA
steelradiant
radiantpanel
panel
Water-suppliedsteel
Application
Applicatione.g.
e.g.
Offices, factories, garages, shops, gymnasiums, schools
hospitals.
and hospitals

3/8"
4"

INFRA
Water-supplied
ceiling strips
INFRA
KP KPWater-supplied
ceiling strips
Application
e.g.
Offices,
sports
halls,
fitness areas, showrooms
Application e.g.
and reception areas
reception areas.

BENDER Hydraulic pipe bending machine
BENDER
Hydraulic pipe bending machine
Application
workshops.
Mechanical contractors,
contractors,plumbers,
plumbers, engineering
engineering workshops
Applicatione.g.
e.g. Mechanical
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3 m3/h
12.3 m3/h

Recirculation
fan
ECOFAN Recirculation
fan
ECOFAN
Recirculation fan
Application e.g. Construction halls, workshops, garages and logistic areas.
Application e.g.
Construction halls, workshops, garages and logistic areas

50 kW
100 kW

INFRA
INFRA

Gas-fired radiant tube heater with double tube

Sportshalls,
halls,production
productionfacilities,
facilities,showrooms,
showrooms,garages
garages and
Applicatione.g.
e.g. Sports
Application
smoking areas.
and smoking areas

10 kW
100 kW

30 m3/h
50 m3/h

INFRA LINE
Gas-fired radiant tube heater
Application
Sportshalls,
halls,production
productionfacilities,
facilities,showrooms
showroomsand
and garages.
garages
Applicatione.g.
e.g. Sports

INFRA
AQUA
aluminium
radiant
panel
INFRA
AQUAWater-supplied
Water-supplied
aluminium
radiant
panel
Applicatione.g.
e.g.
Application

Offices, factories, garages, shops and gymnasiums

INFRA HT
Gas-fired high temperature radiant heater
INFRA HT
Construction halls, production facilities, spot heating and
Application e.g.
Application e.g. Construction
open spaceshalls, production facilities, spot heating and
open spaces.

INFRA
AQUA
ECO ECOWater-supplied
INFRA
AQUA
steelradiant
radiantpanel
panel
Water-suppliedsteel
Application
Applicatione.g.
e.g.
Offices, factories, garages, shops, gymnasiums, schools
hospitals.
and hospitals

3/8"
4"

INFRA
Water-supplied
ceiling strips
INFRA
KP KPWater-supplied
ceiling strips
Application
e.g.
Offices,
sports
halls,
fitness areas, showrooms
Application e.g.
and reception areas
reception areas.

BENDER Hydraulic pipe bending machine
BENDER
Hydraulic pipe bending machine
Application
workshops.
Mechanical contractors,
contractors,plumbers,
plumbers, engineering
engineering workshops
Applicatione.g.
e.g. Mechanical
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Pioneering heating
solutions from Baxi
Potterton Myson
Baxi Potterton Myson has an extensive boiler portfolio with a wide
range of model variations to choose from to cater for all types
of applications. All incorporate innovative designs and cuttingedge technology, with features and beneﬁts that deliver highperformance, energy-efﬁcient solutions. The Potterton Proﬁle and
Baxi EcoBlue are two typical examples from the current line-up.

The Potterton Proﬁle range is efﬁcient
and reliable with a sleek and compact
design.

The Baxi EcoBlue pioneering range of boilers.

Baxi EcoBlue is a pioneering range
of boilers set to make easy work of the
complex boiler installation process for
today’s busy heating engineer. It is the
result of an extensive Baxi research
study that identiﬁed ease of installation,
efﬁciency and reliability as the top
priorities for heating installers.
In terms of eco-credentials, EcoBlue
boilers have a modulation ratio of 1:5,
meaning they are very efﬁcient and
economical to run.
They have convenient upright packaging
with parts assembled as required, making
them easier to transport and unpack on
site.
Adding to the ease factor, all boilers in
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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the range are compact and designed to
be easy to install, with a wall jig that has
an audible positive ﬁx when the boiler is
positioned, and accessible connections.
They offer easy access for straightforward
servicing, with no special tools required.
There is also an industry-leading choice of
ﬂue lengths, bends and accessories.
Meanwhile, the EcoBlue range includes
EcoBlue Advance Heat, the EcoBlue Heat,
the EcoBlue Combi, the EcoBlue Advance
Combi and the EcoBlue System. All are
available at a variety of different outputs
to suit any application. They come with
a 5-year warranty, apart from the Baxi
EcoBlue Heat, which has a two-year
warranty, subject to registration.

The Potterton Proﬁle is available
solely through independent merchants
throughout the Republic of Ireland.
There are two models in the range –
the Potterton Proﬁle System boiler and
the Potterton Proﬁle Heat Only boiler.
Lightweight, compact and stylish, both
boilers come with a standard 2-year
warranty, which is extended to ﬁve years
for Works members. For full details see
www.works2gether.ie
The Potterton Proﬁle range is efﬁcient
and reliable and has a sleek and compact
design, making it extremely easy to install.
It has easy to use controls thanks to an
intuitive boiler control display, meaning
that end-users can regulate the heat
correctly, for maximum comfort and
efﬁciency.
On the customer support front Baxi
Potterton Myson is continuing its installer
training programme on domestic and
commercial heating and hot water. This will
run throughout the summer months and,
while there is a set programme, individual
companies can request dedicated sessions
on speciﬁc topics or products.
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie Q
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
SPECIALISTS
EXPERTISE IN DESIGNING AND SPECIFYING
HEATING SYSTEMS INCORPORATING THE MOST
ADVANCED RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE WORLD’S LEADING MANUFACTURERS.
Our team of Technical Design Engineers can provide a fully
indemnified heating and plumbing system design service for
both commercial and domestic projects. The team will assess
a project’s individual requirements and suggest solutions to
deliver a comprehensive bespoke design to include
comprehensive technical schematics and drawings.
This is accompanied by a full technical support service.

Technical Design & Support Service
• Professional Indemnity Insurance
• Ancillary certifier on design
• Equipment specification and sizing
• Integrated system schematics
• Heat pump sizing
• Hot & cold pipe work layout
• Radiator selection & under-floor heating
• Solar photovoltaic, thermodynamic or thermal
• Demand controlled ventilation
• Air conditioning for residential and commercial
• Full equipment schedule
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Glow-worm has
perfect solution for
retroﬁt applications
Featuring an automotive grade
aluminium heat exchanger that
makes the lightweight boiler easy
to install and a rear ﬂue for a
cupboard ﬁt, Energy (pictured) is
Glow-worm’s most compact boiler
yet. The patented four-sided cooling
system also reduces stress on the
heat exchanger to deliver long-term
reliability for homeowners.

Available from C&F Quadrant
in combi, system and regular heat only options,
along with a choice of rear or top ﬂues for
ﬂexible installation, the new ERP ‘A’ rated
Energy boiler is suitable for a wide range of

applications. Every boiler offers a DIN pipe layout
to make boiler swaps quick and easy, and large
waterways, meaning it is ideal for retroﬁt jobs.
A simple water ﬂush cleaning system also
removes the need for special cleaning tools,
in turn reducing costs.
Energy’s sleek design features a bright and
easy-to-read LCD display, and its quiet operation
means minimal noise for homeowners. The
Energy range also comes complete with a ﬁveyear warranty.
Energy range
The range is available in system and open vent
models from 12kW up to 30kW outputs, and
combination models from 25kW to 35kW. Energy
has one of the smallest footprints of any boiler
on the market and, being just 280mm in depth,
will easily ﬁt in a kitchen cupboard.
The Energy range also includes the 35 Store

boiler, a fully integrated wall-hung model
that combines the beneﬁts of a system and
combination boiler in one package. It produces
enough hot water to run a bath, a shower and a
hot tap at the same time and, when the store is
depleted, it will continue to operate as a combi.
Total control
Offering the latest in heating and hot water
control, the Glow-worm’s MiGo wall mounted
thermostat and wireless control will empower
homeowners to manage their heating and hot
water on the go. The control has been designed
to work alongside the Energy boiler collection,
as well as any existing Glow-worm installations
where the boiler has e-BUS connectivity.
Used in conjunction with the new smartphone
App, MiGo will enable homeowners to beneﬁt
from more efﬁcient heating, and therefore
reduced energy bills. Consumers can use the
MiGo App to change time and temperature
programmes when away from home, as
well as beneﬁt from internet-based weather
compensation capabilities, which automatically
optimise the thermostat based on the weather
and thermal losses of the property.
Power of connectivity
More than this, Glow-worm’s new Energy
approach enables installers to harness the
power of connectivity via its industry-leading
Plumbing Toolbox App, which provides installers
with everything they need to do the job using
the technology already in their pocket, along
with easy access to full technical product
manuals and fault-ﬁnder codes to enable
onsite diagnostics.
In the club
Glow-worm also invites RGII installers to join
Club Energy, its exclusive loyalty scheme
which offers members free access to the
industry-leading Plumbing Toolbox app, a tool
designed to make installers working life easier.
Membership is free. To join Club Energy and
download the app, visit www.glow-worm.co.uk.
The C&F Quadrant Energy approach offers
installers a one-stop-shop to help them manage
their business, complete paperwork, keep up-todate with best practice, and respond to demand
for their services. This new proposition from
Glow-worm and C&F Quadrant includes a range
of high-performance boilers, innovative controls
and new online platforms, all designed to help
installers connect with their business, with their
customers and with Glow-worm
Contact: C&F Quadrant. Tel: 01 – 630 5757;
email: sales@cfquadrant.ie;
www.cfquadrant.ie Q
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One choice.
More options.
Solid and dependable Sirius condensing boilers are designed for maximum combustion
offering up to 660kW in cascade, there’s a Sirius boiler for virtually every application.

Sirius Two WH

Sirius Two FS

Sirius FS

Sirius FS

Wall hung
condensing boiler

Floor standing
condensing boiler

Floor standing
condensing boiler

Floor standing
condensing boiler

Single boiler output

Single boiler output

Single boiler output

Single boiler output

50kW to 110kW

50kW to 110kW

130kW to 160kW

400kW and 525kW

Cascade output

Cascade output

Cascade output

Up to 660kW

Up to 440kW

Up to 640kW

Baxi Potterton Myson
Unit F6, *Calmount Park, Calmount Road,
Ballymount, Dublin 12 Tel: 01 – 459 0870
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie

www.potterton-myson.ie

Works every time.
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Heat Merchants Group
one of Ireland’s best
managed companies
Heat Merchants Group has been named as one of
Ireland’s “Best Managed” companies in the Deloitte
Best Managed Companies Awards Programme. The
company, which demonstrated superior business
performance, was recognised at an awards event
in Dublin’s Convention Centre which marked the
eighth year of the awards.
The Deloitte Best Managed Companies Awards Programme
recognises indigenous Irish companies across Ireland that
operate at the highest levels of business performance. The
network of 115 Best Managed Companies now employs over
47,000 people around the country and has a combined turnover
of almost F10bn.
Commenting on the award, Alan Hogan, MD, Heat Merchants
Group said: “We are delighted to have been selected to receive
this accolade and it is a testament to the hard work and
commitment of everyone at Heat Merchants Group”. Alan went
on to say: ”The award endorses our management strategy of
building a fundamentally strong business which will allow us
to continue to grow and be more resilient into the future by
investing in our infrastructure, our people and the offering to
our customers”.
Sixteen companies from around Ireland were awarded
Best Managed status for the ﬁrst time this year, following a
lengthy qualiﬁcation and judging process in which the complete
performance of a business is assessed, moving beyond ﬁnances
to such areas as operational excellence, strategy, and human
resource processes. Heat Merchants Group is the ﬁrst company
in the HVAC or plumbing and tiling industries to have been
recognised.

Are you claiming your
Energy Saving Credits
when you replace a
boiler?
Heat Merchants customers can now earn
up to F460 credit on their account every time
they replace a boiler under the Energy Saving
Credit Scheme.
Heat Merchants
operates the
scheme in
partnership with
Bord Gáis Energy
to help installers
and customers
avail of the
incentives which
were put in place
to help Ireland
reach the energy
saving targets set by the EU.
To avail of the savings, participants must
register with Heat Merchants and submit a
claim form from each installation detailing
the customer’s MPRN number. This in turn
is submitted to the SEAI for approval and
payment is issued via a credit to the installers
trade account. Credits are awarded for
upgrades to existing dwellings only.
If you are interested in signing up and
would like more information contact the
Heat Merchants Customer Support centre on
email: customersupport@heatmerchants.ie or
Tel: 090 – 644 2300.

Sasha Wiggins, CEO,
Barclays Bank Ireland
PLC pictured with
Alan Hogan MD, Heat
Merchants Group and
Brendan Jennings,
Managing Partner,
Deloitte.
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MURELLE
SMALL IN SIZE BUT
BIG ON PERFORMANCE

Web – www.hevac.ie
Email – info@hevac.ie
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Muirﬁeld Drive,
Naas Road,
Dublin 12.
Ph: 01 4191919
Fax: 01 4584806

Furry Park Industrial Estate,
Santry,
Dublin 9.
Ph: 01 8427037
Fax: 01 8427045

South Ring West Business Park,
Tramore Road,
Cork.
Ph: 021 4321066
Fax: 021 4321068
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New Sime Murelle domestic
range from Hevac
The Murelle Pro HE IE range from
Hevac is part of a new generation
of wall-hung boilers that are
particularly compact and functional.
They represent the ideal answer
to the requirements of modern
domestic environments where
space must be used in the best
possible way.
Despite compact dimensions, they
have technical solutions and features
associated with superior classes of
product, making them small in size but
big on performance. The elegant design
and ease of use further improves the user
experience while, over time, homeowners
will also appreciate the quality and
reliability that Sime incorporates into
all of its products.
Hevac has supplied Sime boilers to the
Irish market for over 35 years. This new
Murelle Pro HE (IE) range of wall-hung
gas boilers is the latest addition to the
Sime portfolio. Available in outputs ranging
from 5kw to 40kw, there are four system
boilers (25kW, 30kW, 35kW and 40kW)
and one combination boiler (25kW to heat/
30kw to hot water) within the range. All
are fully modulating and HARP A rated.
Speciﬁcally built for the Irish market,
the Sime Murelle Pro He (IE) range has a
host of features and beneﬁts including:
• Extremely compact dimensions: 70cm
high by 40cm wide by 25cm deep;
• Gas adaptive valve: This makes
conversion from natural gas to LPG
simple with a parameter change on the
control panel being the only
requirement. There is no need for
changeover kits;
• Self-commissioning setting for ease of
installation;
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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• Adjustable
pressure switch;
• In-built service
timer option;
• Simple fault
diagnosis;
• 3-piece casing for
ease of servicing;
• Simple to use;
• Modulation of 1:5;
• Weathercompensation
option;
• 5-year warrantee
(terms and
conditions apply).
Boiler manufacturers
have always worried
about adjusting the
more efﬁcient and environmentallyfriendly combustion. The passing of time
often cancels these efforts, lowering
the quality of the combustion due to
uncontrollable physical drifts.
However, with the Sime Murelle range,
an active control of the combustion
allows the system to be maintained
within pre-deﬁned limits of efﬁciency,
safety and emissions.
The system is based on two essential
components – the ignition electrode and
the control electronics. The electrode
immersed in the ﬂame works as a control
sensor of the combustion, providing

feedback to the electronics to
continuously control the combustion.
Upon ignition, the boiler works in
optimum combustion conditions. During
operation, the combustion undergoes
drifts that may lead it outside of the predeﬁned ﬁeld. However, the system detects
this drift and automatically runs a new
calibration to go back to working at the
pre-deﬁned set.
Contact details: Hevac.
Naas Road: Tel 01– 419 1919;
Santry: Tel 01– 842 7037;
Cork: Tel 021– 432 1066
email: info@hevac.ie; www.hevac.ie Q
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Vaillant ecoTEC Domestic Boilers
Because Vaillant thinks ahead

FULL10

YEAR WARRANTY

on all Vaillant domestic boilers
✔ Highly Efficient

✔ Dedicated LPG Models

✔ Proven Reliability

✔ 4m Flue extension available

✔ Stylish Design

✔ Wide Modulation Range

✔ Versatile

✔ Outputs from 12kW – 38kW
www.vaillant.co.uk
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MHI introduce the highly
efficient unique KX/Q-ton
combined solution for
commercial and industrial
applications
The Mitsubishi Heavy Industries’ KX VRF system,
combined with the Q-ton heat pump system, is
now available from Diamond Air Conditioning.
This all-in-one solution offers space heating,
cooling, sanitary hot water, underfloor heating and
ventilation heat recovery. The unique combination
this represents covers various requirements and, at
the same time, delivers flexible solutions.

The main features of KX/Q-ton are as follows:
• All DX inverter system;
• No gas mains required;
• Easy and flexible installation;
• Compact design and lightweight;
• Reduced installation/maintenance costs.
• Lower CapEx when compared to chillers.
This unique combination can be used in
a number of commercial and industrial
applications such as hotels, gyms, universities
and modern building offices. The solution
offered includes the complete package and
offers high performance, high efficiency,
environmental responsibility, easy operation
and long-term reliability.
The high-level technologies represented by
this unique combination ensure reduced energy
consumption and high efficiency rates. In
essence, the KXZ technology integrates so well
with the Q-ton technology that it provides the
best alternative solutions available on the
market today.
Contact: Michael Clancy
(087 – 262 0701) or Graham McCann
(087 – 950 9402), Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email: info@diamondair.ie;
www.diamondair.ie

“This is the only real
alternative solution to
replacement or new install
of chilled water and
boiler configurations”,
says Michael Clancy
of Diamond Air.
“It has a combined
efficiency of 375%
and saves
approximately
40% on running
costs per hour
when compared with
boiler/chiller running
costs per hour.”
Combining KXZ and
Q-ton technologies
makes for highlyefficient solutions
for commercial and
industrial
applications.
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Building your
business
requires
trusted partners
Today, more than ever, good business is about mutuallybeneficial and well-balanced trading partnerships. Creating,
sustaining and growing such partnerships is a demanding
process that, in addition to the delivery of quality products and
services, requires informed communication. Existing and
potential clients need to know about, and fully understand, what
you provide. Building Services News is the means by which to
do that. We are the partner that bridges that communications
gap and helps you cement the partnerships that underpin your
business.

Building Services News delivers results

Building
Services
news
Visit our website:

buildingservicesnews.com
Find us on
Facebook
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Mitsubish Electric Dealer Conference

MELﬁnance package
to boost sales
This year’s Mitsubishi Electric Dealer Conference in
Mount Wolsley brought together perhaps the largest
and most representative gathering of the country’s
leading air conditioning and heating dealers from all
over the 32 counties. Also present was President
Onoda from Mitsubishi Electric Europe, and some of
his senior colleagues from the airconditioning,
heating and automation divisions.
While the programme for the
occasion was ultra-professional, the format
was relaxed and easy-going, and encouraged
a great deal of interaction with Mitsubishi
Electric personnel and among the delegates
themselves.
“This is a very important event for us“,
says Richard Sherlock, Field Sales Manager
of the Airconditioning and Heating Divisions,
Mitsubishi Electric. “Bringing our dealers
together like this means we can present our
plans and objectives to all in an open and
transparent manner. This in turn reinforces the
network ethos, and makes for a far stronger
collective partnership.

Richard
Sherlock
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“At Mitsubishi Electric we lead from
the front. We are ﬁrst to the market with
innovative new product developments such
as the HVRF hybrid 2-pipe addition to the City
Multi family, and the MelcoRETAIL dedicated
air conditioning controls interface designed
speciﬁcally for the retail environment. These
both featured prominently at the conference“.
The two-day gathering comprised business
and product presentations on day one,
concluding with an excellent presentation by
Jim McGuinness, who also took questions from
the ﬂoor. This was followed by a meal and
social gathering with entertainment, craic and
banter late into the evening. Golf followed on
day two.
The business presentations were sharp
and to the point. Apart from the brief keynote
welcome by General Manager Ciaran Moody,
senior Mitsubishi Electric personnel such as
Richard Sherlock, Paul Keys, Neil Maher, Andy
Keegan and Fergus Daly delivered papers and
slide presentation on everything from new
product introductions to after-sales service
support and marketing concepts.
The main thrust of the day was to
highlight the extensive range of innovative
products within the Mitsubishi Electric
portfolio, and the related support mechanisms
and technical support available to all dealers
within the network.
However, while these very obviously ﬁred
up the audience, it was the unveiling of the
new Mitsubishi Electric MELFinance package

that really got them excited. For many
installers, putting together a comprehensive
and competitive quote for new projects is
challenging enough. However, with customers
demanding a convincing and easy ﬁnancial
model as part of the solution makes it even
more difﬁcult.
“Installers need new ways to differentiate
themselves from the competition“, says
Richard Sherlock “and this is where this new
and unique ﬁnance package from Mitsubishi
Electric can make all the difference.
“MELFinance Solutions bundles hard and
soft costs into a ‘trouble-free’ heating, cooling
and ventilation ﬁnance package for customers,
with repayments structured over three to
six years. By working with the MELFinance
team installers can show the beneﬁts to the
customer and thereby help secure the project.
“If it helps, we can even speak directly
to the customer. Sometimes they appreciate
having the manufacturer call them directly to
answer any questions and to demonstrate the
close trading relationship with the installer“.
MELFinance is ideal for customers as it opens
up additional credit lines that are secured
against the equipment, rather than the
business assets. Quick credit decisions on both
hire purchase and lease ﬁnance options are
available, and customers can often claim tax
relief subject to status, with the energy savings
achievable over older systems helping to
contribute to interest on the loan payments.
At the same time, customers may even be
able to claim accelerated capital allowance
(ACA), helping them save even more. The low
rates of interest and lack of any signiﬁcant
deposit very often helps, and even encourages,
customers to bring forward refurbishment/
replacement plans by funding both the hard
and soft costs involved. This also helps the
installer win more business.
“This is a unique initiative“, says Richard
Sherlock, “and something of a no-brainer
when you consider the advantages. The
customer gets a high-performing, energy
efﬁcient and environment-friendly heating/
cooling solution, along with hassle-free
ﬁnance that gives a short-term payback,
while the installer secures the business by
helping deliver the solution“.
Contact: Richard Sherlock,
Mitsubishi Electric. Tel: 01 – 419 8800;
email: sales.info@meir.mee.com Q
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Garvin Evans
An appreciation
Garvin Evans, who died
on Saturday, 16 April at
the age of 84, will be
remembered fondly by
many of us for a vast
number of reasons.
Those reasons include
being father of the
Edge, engineer, singer,
Rotarian, member of
the Welsh Male Choir,
Church elder, orator,
wine connoisseur,
joke teller and most,
importantly, golfer.
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It is still hard to believe that he is
gone from us, as he was incredibly
special to everybody who met him, and
you always felt the better for being in
his company. He was a man of tradition
and standards and always wore a tie.
He regularly berated his golﬁng friends
for not wearing a tie in the clubhouse.
He ﬁrst came to Ireland from Wales
in the 1960s with Plessey and settled in
Malahide. He and Gwenda had three
children Richard, Edge and Gill, and all
were equally special to them. However,
it was through the Edge’s success with
U2, whom Garvin travelled extensively
with on tour, that many of Garvin’s
adventures and stories were lived. We
have all heard he played golf with
Bill Clinton and regularly met with
Tom Watson who invited him to the
Ryder Cup. He also sang with his idol
Pavarotti.
When Plessey closed down Garvin
set up his own consultancy practice
and trained many ﬁne engineers in
his time. Singing was very important
to Garvin and he sang both with his
Church choir and the Welsh Choir, who
also sang at his funeral. He was very
much associated with his church, was
a church elder, and deeply committed
to his religious beliefs. How this latter
position sat with the jokes he told I
don’t know but he was a wonderful
story and joke teller. Rotary also played
a major part in his life and he was
a founder member of Dublin North
Rotary Club.
However, golf was his real love and
passion and he will be remembered
fondly by the BTU Golﬁng Society. He
constantly strived for perfection, which
we all know is impossible, but Garvin
always thought he had mastered the
game each time he went out. It was
easy to tell how successful that was by
the speed he walked.
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Some of us were lucky to be on the
latest Canaries golf trip which we have
been going on for the last 38 years. On
the trip he was nicknamed the peacock
because of the ﬂamboyant and vivid
matching colours he wore on the golf
course. Apart from the sunshine you
would need sunglasses to subdue the
colours. It was also on our 2015 trip
that he forgot his razor and the beard
commenced.
On one of our golf trips to Wexford
eight of us went out to eat one night
in Larkins. There was a lady’s birthday
celebration at one of the other tables
and when they were singing happy
birthday Garvin joined in and drowned
out everybody. Later when the lady
was leaving she came over to our
table to thank Garvin for his singing.
However, as she turned to leave she
said to Garvin: “by the way, are your
underpants too tight?”
We his friends will remember him for
many different and pleasant reasons
and also because he fought until the
end. He was a true warrior who always
clung to life. He never gave up despite
all he suffered. He leaves us a great
legacy which teaches us to persevere
no matter the circumstances.
While we mourn him, others are
rejoicing to meet up with him again
on the other side. I just hope he is not
bringing all the money he won off us
at golf with him. I hope he remembers
it is easier for a poor man to get
through the gates than a rich man.
On the few occasions that we did
manage to take money off him he
would hand it over saying: “you are
not going to take money from a little
wizen Welsh git.”

You and I will meet again
When we are least
expecting it
One day in some far off
place
I will recognise your face
I won’t say goodbye my
friend
For you and I will meet
Larry Kane
41
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Tournament winners Team WFL with David Doherty, immediate past Chair CIBSE Ireland and Robin Chandler, Hitachi Ireland, who
sponsored the tournament

CIBSE YEN soccer blitz success

The Olympic and Paralympic Village Vancouver is located on the southeast side of False Creek in Vancouver.

CIBSE YEN recently held its
annual soccer blitz at the Astro Park in
Tallaght. The event was organised by
Adam Dent, CIBSE YEN Chair and Aaron
Brogan, YEN representative.
Further to the success of last year’s
tournament there was great demand
this year but the format meant a limit of
eight teams. Once again the tournament
was sponsored by Hitachi with Robin
Chandler representing the company on
the night.
The teams who competed were
Hevac, Homan O’Brien Associaties, BDP
Consultants, Metec Engineering, IN2
Engineering, DIT, JV Tierney and WFL.
It is a ﬁve-a-side tournament but
with the roll-on, roll-off
system in operation
a total of 60
individuals
participated.

It was a very competitive tournament
with a certain amount of needle at times
but all remained friends once off the
playing surface. Hevac and WFL were
the ﬁnalists and, despite Hevac’s gallant
efforts, WFL emerged as this

year’s champions. Hitachi Ireland’s Robin
Chandler presented them with the CIBSE
YEN trophy and their medals.
Afterwards everyone adjourned for
drinks and ﬁnger food at the nearby
Metro Bar..Q

Beaten ﬁnalists Team Hevac.
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Liebert adiabatic
free-cooling chiller
The Liebert AFC, the world’s
ﬁrst adiabatic free-cooling chiller from
Core Air Conditioning, was designed
to maximise free-cooling capabilities
while delivering guaranteed availability
within the data centre environment. It
delivers three cooling technologies in
one highly-reliable and efﬁcient unit,
saving businesses up to 30% in annual
energy costs.
The Liebert AFC combines the
exceptional levels of energy efﬁciency
allowed by adiabatic free-cooling,
together with the endless availability
guaranteed by the multi-scroll
compressor back-up. This pioneering
diabatic system enables water
evaporation which lowers the air
temperature entering the free-cooling
and condensing coils, consequently
increasing free-cooling operation and
mechanical efﬁciency.
Moreover, it maximises free-cooling

all year round while maintaining 100%
cooling availability, even under the
most critical conditions. These include
ﬂuctuating power supplies, water
shortages and extreme external air
temperatures.
“This is genuinely pioneering
technology”, says Steve Wood, Sales
Manager, Core AC. “A consolidated
design and the integration of new
technologies have led to the most
efﬁcient water cooler in the market,
resulting in partial Power Usage
Effectiveness (pPUE) of 1.08, lower than
any other chilled water system.
In addition, the Liebert AFC provides
a signiﬁcant increase in terms of energy
savings when compared with other
efﬁcient chilled water systems on the
market.
“For example, in a typical 1.4 MW
data centre located in central Europe
running at full load, a free-cooling chiller

will consume in the region of
963,000 kWh of energy per year,
based on current market offerings.
However, this is signiﬁcantly reduced
to 645,000 kWh over an annual period
with the Liebert AFC. This reduction in
energy consumption equates to a cost
saving of almost F50,000 based on an
energy cost of 0.15 F/kW.”
Emerson Network Power is continually
striving to develop data centre solutions
for the future. These are designed to
optimise availability to the customer in
any circumstance and this commitment
was marked with the introduction of
its dedicated Thermal Management
business.
Drawing on the combined experience
and industry-leading knowledge within
the Thermal Management business, the
Liebert AFC solution seeks to address
the complex requirements of enterprisescale and colocation facilities, in order
to reliably and efﬁciently control and
manage heat.
“Over the last few years the data
centre ecosystem has become missioncritical in supporting major innovation
trends such as cloud computing, the
latent power of ‘big data’, and the
exponential rise of mobile devices”, says
Austin McDermott, Managing Director
of Core AC. “This, in turn, has made for
an increase in operating temperatures
within which IT infrastructure functions.
“Our latest Liebert AFC adiabatic
free-cooling chiller seeks to address
some of the evolving pressures
around this growing requirement
for heat management. Driven by
our understanding of the challenges
facing our customers, we are adopting
innovative methods – like the newlyintroduced adiabatic cooling – to deliver
pioneering data centre solutions.”
Contact: Austin McDermot or Steve
Wood, Core AC. Tel: 01 - 409 8912;
email: austin@coreac.com;

Liebert AFC adiabatic free-cooling chiller installation.
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Pat Byrne … an appreciation
I recently had the sad duty
of attending my dear friend and
colleague Pat Byrne’s funeral and it is
no exaggeration to say that Pat will be
hugely missed by myself and all who
knew him. I worked with Pat in Walker
Airconditioning and in York ACR for
many years. He also had the unenviable
task of being my boss for some of
those years.
Pat was a true gentleman in every
sense of the word and his kindness and
good humour were widely known and
appreciated by all. Despite working
in a tough and competitive business
environment, he was a beacon of
calmness and serenity.
In all the years I knew Pat I never
once heard him raise his voice or lose
his temper. He never used bad language
and was always unfailingly courteous to
everyone he met. Indeed, the closest he
came to rebuking me – in spite of the
many causes I gave him – was the day
he loaned me his car and I returned it
with his beloved music collection out
of alphabetical order.
Pat was one of life’s optimists and
during the different times I worked for
him in the early nineties it was a quality
we badly needed, and appreciated, as
we faced year after year of low growth
and increasing competition. At a tough
sales meeting he would say “its ﬁne, we
will make it work”. We always did and
this was in no small part down to Pat’s
experience.
His patience and stoicism in the face
of adversity was legendary and he
passed on his
considerable knowledge
of the business to all who
worked under him. He had
a stellar career working for
notable companies in the
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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business such as Walker Airconditioning,
Cofely, York international and Condair.
But Pat’s business achievements aside,
it is his qualities as a man, a friend,
a brother, a father and a grandfather
that really distinguish him. His son
Graham captured these perfectly in
his wonderful eulogy for his dad at
the funeral Mass.
Whenever I think of Pat I always
smile because he was always a man
who was in good form, always
ready with a joke and certainly, in
my case at least, always ready to help
a friend when he needed it. Whenever
we met his ﬁrst question was always
“how is your mam and dad?”.
Pat could always put matters into
context. He knew that while work was
important, it was simply a means to
earn money to sustain a family life.
So often in the business world this is
forgotten. Pat never did forget that and,
for me, it is as this humane
gentleman that I will
remember him most.
Philip McEvitt
. Q
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Panasonic hole-in-one with
K Club installation
Panasonic recently supplied a
comprehensive heating and cooling
system to the new 70-bedroom
extension to the prestigious K Club
in Co Kildare.
Working with installer
Crystal Air, consulting engineers
O’Connor Sutton Cronin and mechanical
installers Walsh Mechanical, Panasonic
supplied an energy efﬁcient VRF system
that blended into the interior design
of the hotel and provided a quiet and
subtle heating and cooling solution.
The system needed to be quiet so it
wouldn’t disturb guests sleeping in the
bedrooms, and to be discreet so as not
to negatively impact on the luxurious
look and feel of the elegant décor
and surroundings. It also needed to be
ﬂexible and easy to control to cater for
the varying requirements of guests.

“We are very proud to be part of
the hotel extension at the prestigious
K-Club,” commented Vincent Mahony,
National Account Manager, Panasonic
Ireland. “We focus on creating heating
and cooling systems that are not only
energy efﬁcient and effective, but offer
real comfort and control to the enduser. This project is a great example
of this.”
Panasonic’s VRF ECOi system provided
the perfect solution for the K Club’s
exacting requirements. The extremely
quiet MM ducted indoor units, designed
speciﬁcally for the hotel market, ensure
minimal noise disturbance, while the
ultra-slim space-saving
design offers an unobtrusive
way to deliver hot and
cold air into the bedrooms
without interfering with
the aesthetic of the interior.
Panasonic also provided

The 70-bed extension at the prestigious K Club where the Panasonic units’ off-coil temperature
can be controlled individually to enable personalised cooling for each room to cater for the
varying requirements of guests.
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an easy–to-use control panel in each
room, so that guests have complete
control over the operation of their air
conditioning.
The unique off-coil temperature
control facility on Panasonic’s VRF
system was crucial to the success
of the project. It allows each unit to
be controlled individually to enable
personalised cooling for each room, and
also ensures that the temperature of the
air leaving the unit can be raised and
set at any temperature between 7ºC
and 22°C. With warmer air leaving the
unit, it eliminates cold air dumping and
drafts, and ensures that rooms
don’t become too cold overnight.
The K Club was keen to boost its
sustainability credentials and a key
requirement was that the cooling
system had to be very energy efﬁcient.
The Panasonic VRF 3-Pipe ECOi MF2
system installed is optimised to provide
maximum output with low consumption,
with a mixed mode SEER of 7.2, and
SCOP of 5.7. The MF2 also takes up
very little space.
In order to avoid disturbing guests
and maintain the peaceful atmosphere
of the hotel, spa and golf course,
Crystal Air and Walsh Mechanical were
limited to certain areas at speciﬁc
times and had to keep noise pollution
to a minimum. To ensure that guests
still enjoyed the 5-star experience
while the construction was going on,
contractors were kept out of sight of
hotel guests. With all these restrictions
on installation, it was essential that the
heating and cooling system was simple
and easy to install. Panasonic’s VRF ECOi
system provided the perfect solution.
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Panasonic
Ireland. Tel: 087 – 969 4221; email:
vincent.mahony@eu-panasonic.com Q
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IRI Biennial
Awards Night
This year’s IRI biennial awards
dinner was an outstanding success
with an attendance of almost 250 –
comprising a cross-section of clients,
end-users, installers, consultants and
manufacturers – gathering in the
prestigious surroundings of Clontarf
Castle in Dublin. The proceedings began
with a pre-dinner reception in the main
lobby area and entertainment that
included music and Irish tap dancing.
Sam Maguire was also present and
guests had the opportunity to have
their photographs taken with the cup,
for which they made a donation to the

Crumlin Childrens’ Hospital.
Seamus Kerr was the master
of ceremonies and, as usual, he
managed proceedings in his own
inimitable way. His picture quiz for
the ladies present was especially
novel … and fun!
One of the main guests of honour
was Miriam Rodway, Secretary of the
Institute of Refrigeration (IOR) in the
UK. This was very appropriate on the
night as Seamus announced a major
development in that all IRI members
now have the option of becoming
afﬁliate members of the IOR. Beneﬁts

All the awards’ winners pictured with Declan Fitzmaurice, IRI President and Miriam
Rodway, Secretary, IOR.
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Ceol and rince was the pre-dinner reception
entertainment.

include full access to all IOR papers
and publications, plus updates on all
seminars and events.
IRI President Declan Fitzmaurice
gave the evening’s formal address
and, while brief, it was very
much to the point. Essentially, in
acknowledging that business is
picking up, Declan cautioned that the
industry needs to manage this growth
and upturn, and to ensure that it
has the fully-trained and qualiﬁed
personnel in place to service the
increased demand.
The networking before and after
the meal proved extremely effective,
and there were plenty who tripped
the light fantastic on the danceﬂoor
to the music of the Joe Dolan tribute
band well into the early hours.
The IRI Awards were the main
focus of the evening. There were ﬁve
in all, each presented by an industry
ﬁgurehead. Details were as follows:
Training Award; Young Apprentice of
the Year Award; Innovation Award;
Energy and Environment Award;
Contribution to Industry Award.
The awards are adjudicated on
by a panel of three judges from the
industry with two awards in each
category. Details on next page.
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Young Apprentice
of the Year Award
(Presented by Nicky Martin)
Winner: Aaron Baugh
The award was based on performance
during the ﬁnal-year stages of the
college part of the apprenticeship in
DIT. Aaron currently works for Dynamic
Cater Care.

Training Award
(Presented by Pat Lehane)
Winner: GEA Refrigeration
This award is in recognition of GEA
Refrigeration’s training strategy that
allows employees reach their maximum
potential. GEA encouraged one of its
service engineers go to college to train
as a design engineer. The company
also has in-house, on-site and online
training and provides client training after
installation work.
Highly-Commended:
ISS Technical Services
This award is for the development of
a smart phone app to allow service
engineers quickly calculate the CO2
equivalent for any plant by inputting
refrigerant and weight. It’s a very useful
tool and hopefully will be available for
all refrigeration companies.

Innovation Award
(Presented by Miriam Rodway)
Winner: Keith Boyd Refrigeration
This award is for the installation of
a 1600kW chill system and 300kW
Giro freezer. The company installed
a DX ammonia -35ºC cooler using a
new distribution design and electronic
expansion valves (in any other system
in Ireland or England that cooler would
have been R404A or equivalent). The
project also includes 2-stage heat
recovery giving 1000kW and 200kW high
grade heat recovery. The innovation has
produced energy savings of 28% and a
Zero GWP and ODP system.
Highly Commended:
Kilkenny Cooling Systems
This award is for the VS Beer Cooling
System specially developed by Kilkenny
Cooling Systems. It can save up to
28% in a beer cooling system by using
variable speed pumps and a control
system to build ice at optimum times.

Energy and
Environment Award
(Presented by Dave Killea)
Winner: Cross Refrigeration
This award was given for a recentlyinstalled Maxol project that applied

refrigeration controls, comfort cooling
controls and refrigerant gas detection.
The system includes a thermal wheel
for heat recovery and heat recovery on
the refrigeration pack. The project also
includes CO2 monitoring to optimise
air changes in the space, and lighting
controls that adjust lux levels according
to daylight. Everything is controlled and
monitored via a AK-SM-850 front end.

Seamus Kerr, winner of the Contribution
to Industry Award.

Highly-Commended:
Dawn Meats
Despite increasing throughput Dawn
Meats used applied technology that
gave a 12% electrical saving, plus gas
savings. This was achieved by installing
a gas engine to drive a large ammonia
refrigeration compressor. The CO2
footprint of the factory was reduced
while production was increased.
Commended: The two entries by Carel
and Daikin were commended.

Contribution to
Industry Award
(Presented by Declan Fitzmaurice)

Proudly holding Sam Maguire aloft are Hugh Weldon, Jim Weldon, Sinead Murphy and
Suzanne Weldon.
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Winner: Seamus Kerr
This award needs no explanation.
Seamus is synonymous not just with the
founding and continuing strength of IRI,
but also as the industry’s champion in
respect of representation to Government
bodies, and on the international arena
of industry-related bodies worldwide.
Seamus is a popular and very much
merited recipient. Q
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Compact Samsung Duct S
from GT Phelan
With its exceptionally
compact design that
reduces its volume
and weight by 30%
compared with
conventional air
conditioners, the
Samsung DUCT S air
conditioner from GT
Phelan is much easier
to handle and install,
even in small spaces.
Most ducted air conditioners are
installed in a variety of locations, so
they need to be accessed in different
ways for maintenance. The Samsung
DUCT S air conditioner is designed to
be accessed from three directions – top,
side and bottom – using an easy-toremove Slide Fit cover. As a result, it’s
much easier to maintain wherever it’s
installed.
Samsung Duct S model allows

individual temperature control for up
to eight areas from a single indoor unit.
This model is ideally suited for areas
such as treatment rooms that have very
small cooling and heating demands
and do not warrant the installation of
individual indoor units.
“It’s a common issue” says Derek
Phelan of GT Phelan, noting that there
are many enquiries for such applications.
“Duct S allows one indoor unit to serve
up to eight rooms. Each room has it’s
own thermostat and controller. When
one room reaches temperature, a signal
is sent to an actuator which closes
the damper on the duct-work. As the
airﬂow increases through the remaining
ducts, the indoor unit senses this and
automatically adjusts the airﬂow to
compensate, therefore eliminating
discomfort”.
The outdoor unit is inverter controlled

Samsung Duct S model allows individual temperature control for up to eight areas
from a single indoor unit.
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and regulates the compressor speed as
demand varies. One of the branch ducts
must be operational at all times (for
example in a reception area) with the
remaining branch ducts regulating the
room temperatures and airﬂows.
The Samsung DUCT S air conditioner’s
advanced technologies deliver
“outstanding” energy efﬁciency, earning
it a global top-level SEER (Seasonal
Energy Efﬁciency Ratio). The large
Sirocco fan features aerodynamic
blades so it generates more air, with
less noise. The compact ﬂat micro heat
exchanger is also extremely efﬁcient,
while the twin rotary BLDC compressor
reduces vibration, making it quieter
and more reliable.
The Auto ESP adjustment function
efﬁciently and automatically senses the
external static pressure (ESP), whatever
the length of duct. It then quickly
adjusts its performance to optimise the
air volume and pressure and minimise
noise, for maximum comfort in any
situation. The ESP can also be easily
adjusted using a remote control, which
reduces the installation time.
The units auto tuning provides the
delicate control needed to ensure
optimum performance at all times as
the power of its operation can be
ﬁne-tuned to suit any level of activity.
There is also the optional smart wi-ﬁ
function that allows remote control
using an App on a smartphone.
Contact: Derek Phelan, GT Phelan.
Tel: 01 – 286 4377; info@gtphelan.ie;
www.gtphelan.ie Q
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BTU GOLF NEWS

BTU season tees
off in style

A ﬁne day greeted the BTU for the ﬁrst outing of the year at St Anne’s Golf
Club recently with Conor Lennon and Mueller Europe providing the sponsorship.
This outing was also the matchplay qualiﬁer.
As always on links courses the wind was a signiﬁcant factor with 30 players
ﬁghting it out for the main prizes. Michael Matthews emerged triumphant at
close of play with 38pts. Other placings as per the listing below.
As usual the evening concluded with a meal hosted by BTU Captain Brendan
Coghlan, followed by the presentation of prizes. In his opening remarks Hon
Secretary Vincent Broderick spoke fondly of past President Garvin Evans who
recently died.
Clontarf was the venue for the next outing and here again all participants
enjoyed an excellent day with Jim O’Shea of Victualic providing the sponsorship. 

St Anne’s outing: BTU Captain Brendan Coghlan with sponsor Conor Lennon of
Meuller Europe and Michael Matthews, overall winner.

Results

St Anne’s
Overall winner:
Michael Matthews, 38pts.
Class 1
Winner: Dermot Ryan, 32pts;
Second: Joe Warren, 31pts.
Class 2
Winner: John White, 32pts;
Second: Gerry Tobin, 31pts.
Class 3
Winner: Vincent Broderick, 29pts;
Second: Frank Tracey, 26pts.
Front 9: Stephen Jones, 18pts;
Back 9: Maurice Kelly, 17pts.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss3/1
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St Anne’s outing: Sponsor Conor Lennon of
Meuller Europe with Joe Warren, second
Class 1.

Clontarf outing: BTU Captain Brendan
Coghlan with overall winner Brendan
Bracken and Jim O’Shea of Victualic.

Clontarf
Overall winner:
Brendan Bracken, 40pts.
Class 1
Winner: Shay Kiernan, 32pts;
Second: Michael Kearney, 30pts.
Class 2
Winner: Brian Harrison, 37pts;
Second: Gerry Tobin, 33pts.
Class 3
Winner: David Daly, 35pts (Back Nine);
Second: Oliver Sharkey, 35pts.
Visitor: Paul Byrne, 33pts;
Front 9: John White, 16pts;
Back 9: Paudie Gillen, 17pts.

Clontarf outing: BTU Captain Brendan
Coghlan with Brian Harrison, winner Class 1.
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Celebrate
in style!
To celebrate Ireland competing
in the UEFA Euro 2016 for
any two Baxi or Potterton
residential boilers you register
on Works; Baxi Potterton’s
loyalty scheme*, you’ll
receive an PĀDJBM
Ireland football shirt.
*Between 1 May and 30 June 2016

WIN a 55” TV!

Every two boilers you
register* enters you into
a prize draw to win a
Samsung 55” Smart
3D Full HD LED TV.
Just perfect for
watching the
football on!

5PmOEPVUIPXUPDMBJNZPVSGSFFGPPUCBMMTIJSUT WJTJU#BYJ1PUUFSUPO.ZTPO

www.baxipottertonmyson.ie/trade-area.htm
'VMMUFSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTDBOCFGPVOEBUCBYJQPUUFSUPONZTPOJF
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THE MOST EFFICIENT SOLUTION TO
REPLACING OLD R22 AIR CONDITIONING

Change your old air conditioning equipment to a more efﬁcient system!
As of the 1st January 2015 it became illegal to top up or replenish a system using R22 gas.
Panasonic offers a large range of R22 Renewal options with great advantages for you:
· Save time, about 50 % compared to installing new pipe work
· Save money, about 30 % compared to a brand new installation
Simple and cost effective: switch to R410A “green” refrigerant with Panasonic’s R22 Renewal
solution and enjoy the new Panasonic PACi, ECOi or ECO G advantages:
· Increase savings. Approximately 30% energy saving compared to R22 units
· Reduce CO2 by over 40%.
At Panasonic we know what a great responsibility it is to install heating and cooling systems...
we design systems to make your buildings work more efﬁciently.

Possible
to use on

For
detailsvisit:
visitwww.aircon.panasonic.eu
www.aircon.panasonic.ie
For more
more details,

For more details, visit: www.aircon.panasonic.JF

R22 pipings
ELECTRICITY
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